FOTOGRA FREAKS
{Official Media Club of JECRC Foundation}

Fotogra Freaks is the photography club of JECRC Foundation. Fotogra Freaks is a blend of creative people with camera in hand, capturing around. The club aims to create opportunity for every student to discover the artist within them. Fotogra Freaks gives them a platform to sketch their imaginations.

**Vision:**

➢ The FOTOGRA FREAKS aims to promote interaction, friendship and skills sharing among students through the art of photography.

➢ Using photography as a tool it aims to create awareness and learning opportunity to personal as well as social issues thus working for personal and social well-being.

**Mission:**

➢ To fulfill its vision, the FOTOGRA FREAKS club will help its members to learn about the fundamentals of photography. This will be realized through workshops, photowalks and photo competition.

**Objective:**

➢ To encourage students to express their thoughts and emotions through photography.
➢ To make students learn the transformation of technical facts into real-time application.
➢ To create an atmosphere for the students to discover, develop, deploy and express their Creativity in Photo & Video, capturing & editing skills.
➢ To provide & train students in using graphics & editing tools and softwares which would make unique in their profession.

Social Media Handle:
➢ Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/fotografreaks_jecrc/

Contact: fotografreaks@jecrc.ac.in

Few moments captured by FOTOGRA FREAKS: